
Intermediate Waltzing for Country Dancers 
With Tim and Paula, CCDS 2018 
Class 1 – Waltzing for Waltzers 
 
Main Points 

• Maintain proper frame. 

• Take small steps, one change of weight per beat of the music. 

• Turn your back to the outside wall (leads on counts 1-2-3, follows on 4-5-6) 

• Step forward between your partner’s feet (follows on 1, leads on 4) 
 
Acknowledgement 
Portions of these notes are taken from various written dance descriptions distributed by Prof. Richard 
Powers of Stanford U. at dance workshops that we attended. 
 
Frame of Waltz Position 

• Lead's R arm and Follow's L arm are raised, as if holding a floating raft, elbows lightly touching. 

• Lead's RH is up between her shoulder blades, not low on her back (why: her back cantilevers 
with pain if it's low), with his finger tips just reaching her vertebrae. Hold the hand flat on her 
back. 

• Her LH is wherever she wants to place it---her choice.  The most common two choices are on top 
of his R shoulder or her fingers slightly holding onto his back, sharing the mutual support. 

• His left arm is extended at her shoulder height.  His LH palm is up; her RH rests on it. 

• Stand slightly offset to the left, your RF is pointing between your partner’s feet. 

• Stand close together, with your bodies at most four inches apart. Lean away from your partner. 
 
Rotary Waltz Basics 
The lead faces out in preparation. He turns a quarter CW (clockwise) before taking his first step, in order 
to build a little rotational momentum.  It takes six counts (two bars of music) to make a full turn. 
 
1: Lead steps L around in front of his partner and ends up giving weight L by backing onto it.  Follow 
turns to her right and steps R straight forward between his feet, toward LOD (Line of Direction).  At the 
beat of count 1, he is backing up, like a shield, in front of her. 
 
2: Lead pulls his R foot back out of her way and gives weight onto it, somewhat crossed behind his L.  
Follow takes a small step side L, facing him. 
 
3: Lead steps L almost closed to R, continuing to rotate her. Follow steps R almost closed to L, continuing 
to rotate him.  
 
4-5-6: Lead does exactly what follow did on 1-2-3, and vice-versa. 
 
Partnering 
Keys concepts: Square frame, counterbalance, smooth turning. 
 

• Turn your chest toward your partner, not toward held hands at the side, which pulls his L 
shoulder back and makes it hard for her to hold on. 

• Give weight. I.e. step back on count 1 (4 for W) and draw partner forward with your back. 



• When he steps L on ct. 1, and when she does it on ct. 4, step over across the invisible line that 
marks LOD.  If you step onto that line, you will block your partner's travel. 

• Help your partner step over the line by sweeping him/her across. 

• Even better than stepping across LOD, put your body across the line by trying to show your back 
to the outside wall.  He does it on ct. 1; she does it on ct. 4. 

• Followers, actively rotate him as much as he's helping you turn. 

• You can also help your partner rotate with a body lead, "looking to the right" with your upper 
body. 

• Turn your partner smoothly like standing on a rotating platform.  If you turn your partner 
smoothly, your own turning becomes smoother. 

 
Twirls on count 1 (Lead’s LF, Follows RF) in turning waltz 
With all twirls, the Follow should keep her free hand floating at the same level (should height, waist 
height, etc.) where it was before the twirl. That way, the Lead knows where to find it. 
 
While the Follow is turning, the Lead needs to stay side-by-side with her or even get ahead of her a little, 
so that he can back around in front of her when they start to waltz again. 
 
SINGLE TWIRL 
Lead a single twirl on 1-2-3 just as in waltz promenade.  There is a problem however: If the follow turns 
in only three counts, you cannot start turning as a couple right away.  So promenade for three counts (4-
5-6), then start turning waltz on the next count 1.   
 
Another solution is for the follow to make a slow twirl, taking six whole counts. Her footwork is 
essentially a basic turning waltz: RF forward on count 1, LF back on count 4. 
 
DOUBLE TWIRL 
Follow can do one full turn on 1-2-3 and another on 4-5-6.  Then you can continue with turning waltz on 
the next 1-2-3. 
 
TRIPLE TWIRLS 
If she’s quick, follow can do three traveling pivot turns 1-2, 3-4, 5-6.  (She steps forward RF, back LF, etc., 
making a half turn on each step.) Then resume waltzing. 
 
FREE SPIN 
Instead of twirls, the follow can do free spins.  To lead this, you compress (get closer together) on the 
preceding count 6, then push away with his LH (her RH) on count 1.  Keep the hands low, to distinguish 
this from a twirl. Keep up with your partner as she spins.  Catch her in closed waltz position as she 
comes around. 
 
ROLL-AWAY 
While the follow does a free spin, the lead may spin too.  She spins cw while he spins ccw. 
 
Make sure you have room on the dance floor before leading these moves! 
 
Open Waltz 

• Taking inside hands only (Lead’s RH + Follow’s LH), walk forward with short, even steps. 



• Swing the arms forward on 1-2-3; swing them back on 4-5-6.  

• Keep the hands low, swinging them like a child in a swing, not pumping them forward and back 
like a piston. 

• If desired, you may shade the upper body away from your partner on 1-2-3, then toward your 
partner on 4-5-6. 

 
Twirls, free spins and roll-aways on count 1 in Open Waltz 
These are essentially the same as for turning waltz, except he can lead with his RH. 
 
SINGLE TWIRL 

• As the arms come forward, Lead lifts the hands to lead a twirl.  He draws a halo around Follow’s 
head on 1-2-3 as she turns once clockwise. Then hold the arms back and low as you walk 
forward on 4-5-6. 

• Instead of a twirl, Lead can release Follow’s hand low with a flick of the wrist, like throwing a 
Frisbee.  Follow spins once clockwise on 1-2-3, and you re-take hands as you walk forward on 4-
5-6. (This is called “free spin.”) 

• Instead of a Follow’s free spin, both Lead and Follow can do the free spin.  Lead turns 
counterclockwise. (This is called a “roll-away.”) 

• Instead of making a full turn in 3 counts, you can do a slow twirl, free spin or roll-away in 6 
counts. Then to resume open waltz, you swing the arms forward on the next 1-2-3. 

 
DOUBLE TWIRL 

• As the arms come forward, the Lead lifts the hands and draws a halo around the Follow’s head 
twice.  Follow turns once around on 1-2-3 and again on 4-5-6.  Then swing the arms forward and 
low on the next 1-2-3. 

• Instead of twirls, Lead can release Follow’s hand and she can do a double free spin. 

• Both Lead and Follow can do double roll-aways. 
 
 
 


